Sin is a Serious Business - Psalm 83


This psalm is a national cry for help. The people of God are being hounded by a conglomerate force of the surrounding nations. The goal of this opposition is none other than total genocide. They want to wipe the Israelite nation from the face of the earth.

What I want to look at in particular is verses 5 through 8, where the nations who have undertaken this joint attack are listed.

We find first mentioned the people of Edom - the Edomites. What are the origins of this nation? If we look back into the book of Genesis we find that the Edomites are the descendants of Esau, the son of Isaac the patriarch. Why should these people be opposed to the people of God? Well if we read the story in Genesis starting in chapter 25, we discover that Esau had a brother, a twin brother, called Jacob. A prophetic word had been given to their mother that two nations were in her womb, but that the older would serve the younger.

As the boys grew and developed they showed remarkable differences in nature. Esau was a hairy, outdoors man, who loved hunting. Jacob was a smooth-skinned, stay at home sort of guy. Esau, not surprisingly was his father's favourite, whilst Jacob was the favourite of their mother.

Their father got old and one day as he envisaged his approaching death, he decided to give his final father's blessing to Esau, his first-born son. Rebecca, heard about this and decided to intervene. She no doubt remembered the prophetic word from God about the older serving the younger, and that coupled with her favouritism of Jacob pushed her into plan of deception. She convinced Jacob to pretend to be Esau and to deceive Isaac into giving him the first-born's blessing. This was not as difficult as it might sound given that Isaac was almost blind.

Their deception was successful, Jacob got the first-born's blessing, but there was a price to pay. Such was the ferocity of Esau's rage that he had to flee the family home and go and live with a relative. This deception was the start of the enmity between the Edomites and the Israelites. Although a temporary truce was established later on, the national enmity soon re-emerged and Israel and Edom remained bitter enemies for centuries.


The second people in this list of the enemies of the people of God are the Ishmaelites. These were the descendants of Abraham's son with Hagar, his wife Sarah's maidservant. You remember the story. Abraham, promised by God that he would be the father of a great nation, reaches old age still without a child. His wife Sarah is past the age of childbirth and the promise of God is looking very hollow.

Sarah convinces Abraham, that perhaps him taking Hagar as a concubine is how God was going to fulfil his promise. Abraham does so and Ishmael is born. This ends up giving rise to terrible strife in the household, as Hagar tries to usurp the place of Sarah as Abraham's number one wife. Eventually Hagar and Ishmael are banished. However, Ishmael becomes the father of the Ishmaelites, indeed the whole Arab nation and we all know the millennia of Arab / Jewish conflict which has resulted from this.

We also see in the list the peoples of Moab and Ammon. These peoples resulted from the incestuous sexual relationship between Lot and his two daughters. The story is familiar to us from scripture. God was about to destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah for their outrageous sin, but he sends angels to rescue Lot and his family. Lot's wife turns back and dies, however Lot and his two daughters escape.

These two daughters, seeing that their father has lost everything, thus marriage with the requirement for a dowry is looking a vague hope. Decide to get their father to sleep with them. They get him drunk on two successive nights and each has sex with their father. From this incest two nations arise, Moab and Ammon. Nations which will be continual enemies of the people of God for centuries.



What is my point in recounting all this?

Firstly, I want us to notice that as the people of God face tremendous and terrifying opposition, almost half of those who come against them are enemies of their own making. Deception, lack of faith and sexual sin have given birth to whole nations whose one goal is the destruction of the people of God. It is the sin of the people of God that give rise to their worst opposition. 

This highlights to us the seriousness of sin. In the Church we emphasise so much the grace and forgiveness that we can find in God, that we often forget the fact that sin has consequences. Because of Rebecca and Jacob's deception, Abraham and Sarah's lack of faith and the Lot and his daughters' sexual sin, the whole nation of Israel was harried and harassed over hundreds of years, and the forces of the evil one were strengthened and boosted in their work for the destruction of the people of God.

Secondly, I want us to notice that the first two cases of sin are of people trying to fulfil divine prophecy by human means. Rebecca was worried that God's promise about Jacob might not be fulfilled. She decided that God needed a little helping hand. Sarah couldn't see how God's promise to Abraham could be fulfilled, she too decided that God needed a helping hand. The results of both these attempts to fulfil divine prophecy using human means was a total disaster. (You might want to read Jeremiah 17:5-8, to see a specific promise in scripture that this will always be the case.)

Sin is a serious business. We might find forgiveness - praise the Lord that we do - but we will still have to live with the consequences of our sin. Moses presumption in striking the rock instead of speaking to it meant that he was not allowed to enter the Promised Land - the goal of his life's work was stripped from him. The dream and vision of forty years of godly leadership, gone in a moment of rashness. Certainly Moses was forgiven, but he had to live with the consequences of his sin.

Often these consequences of sin are not just suffered by the individual who sins. It wasn't just Jacob and Rebecca, Abraham and Sarah, or Lot and his daughters who suffered - although they did. It wasn't just their families that suffered - although they did. It wasn't just their immediate communities that suffered - although they did. It wasn't just in their own time that they suffered - although they did. But the entire people of God, over a period of centuries suffered harassment, danger and defeat because of the sin of these individuals. Sin is never just a matter for the individual, it always has a communal dimension.

I don't want you to think that this is just something that I'm reading into one particular text. Reflect yourself on the following stories from scripture. Remember Achan's sin in taking for himself an item of the spoils of war which had been dedicated to God (see Joshua chapter 7)? The army of Israel was routed in its next engagement and thirty-six families lost their fathers. One man sins, but the whole people of God suffer.

Look at the story of David, where he succumbed to the temptation to measure the numerical strength of Israel's' fighting forces (see 2 Samuel chapter 24). We are told in 1 Chronicles 21:14 that 70,000 men died. That is just the men! Probably every family in the nation lost someone. One man sins, but the whole nation suffers.

In Christ we are indisociably linked, each Christian with every other. This is true on a spiritual level, even if, as individualistic westerners, we do our best to ignore it on a human level. Our sin has consequences for us, our families, our church fellowship and the community to which we belong. Likewise the sins of our brothers and sisters in Christ have consequences for us, they affect our lives, they have an influence on the work we are trying to accomplish in building the kingdom of God.

St. Paul sums up the heart of the matter in 1 Corinthians chapter 12, when he talks about the Church, or the people of God, as a body;

"If one part suffers, every part suffers with it; if one part is honoured, every part rejoices with it."
(1 Corinthians 12:26, NIV)

We are a body - whether we like it or not - and we are linked one to another. We need to respond to this truth because I think it is very much ignored by contemporary western Christians.

If we want to think about some of the ways in which sin can affect a fellowship listen to St James. He links confessing our sins to each other with the healing of sick Christians.

"Therefore confess your sins to each other and pray for each other so that you may be healed."
(James 5:16, NIV)

The implication is that healing doesn't occur in fellowships where this doesn't happen. 
We can also read from St Paul's writings where he hints that impropriety in worship is linked to sickness and even the death of those within the fellowship.

"That is why many among you are weak and sick, and a number of  you have fallen asleep."
(1 Corinthians 11:30, NIV)

Sin is a serious business.


Application:
As we consider the spiritual health and effectiveness of our fellowships I wonder if we realise just how much our past and present sins are undermining our very goals? Jacob and Rebecca cheated and lied to try to get something they believed was God's will for them. 

Have we done the same? Have forces been created that now stand in opposition to us and the work of God? Maybe a Christian business has behaved in an unethical manner towards a customer or another business. Maybe a congregation has been slightly less than honest in order to save money in some way. Maybe a member of a congregation sells a car with a serious mechanical fault without telling the buyer. All these little acts of deception can give rise to forces which will oppose the work of God in this place for generations.


Abraham and Sarah lost patience with God and faith in God, and tried to 'make things happen' to fulfil God's promise. Note that under the conventions of the time, there was no sin involved in Abraham taking Hagar as his concubine. Jesus reminds us that one husband and one wife was God's best for human relations right from Adam and Eve. But in the particular context of the time God allowed polygamy for it's social benefits. So Abraham and Sarah's sin consisted solely in their lack of faith. It was their lack of faith and willingness to wait God's timing that was their sin.

Have we done the same? Have we lost patience with God and tried to give things a push in the right direction? Maybe what we did was perfectly right and acceptable. But it was birthed in an impatience with God and a lack of faith in his ability to fulfil his word. As we reflect can we identify people and groups that now oppose us and the work of God that were birthed in these human attempts to 'make things happen' and bring a speedy fulfilment of God's word to us?


Lot and his daughters committed sexual sin which gave birth to opposition. 

Have we done the same? Can we identify the same process in our own experience? Do we face opposition today, now because of sexual sins committed amongst the people of God?


If we do identify such factors at work, what are we to so?

The first thing is repentance. To recognise before God and before each other the reality and seriousness of our sin. Secondly, we need to seek God's forgiveness and to cast ourselves on God's mercy. 

We talked about David's sin in counting the fighting men of Israel. We need to follow David's example. He owned up to his sin and he courageously accepted the consequences of his sin. He showed a true leader's by asking that the punishment should fall not on the innocent people, but upon him and his family (1 Chronicles 21:17). In his grace God responds to this prayer and tells David what he must do to stop the plague. David and his four sons, as representatives of the family, offer a costly sacrifice to God. It costs them 7 kilogram's of Gold to purchase the place God chose as the spot the sacrifice was to be offered from. But their costly, family obedience released God's mercy and the plague was stopped.

David still had to live with some of the consequences of his sin. So many people had died in the plague, so many families touched by it. When it was made clear that it was the sin of the king that had brought this plague upon the people, you can imagine what that did for David's popularity. His kingship was much weakened and his latter reign was characterised by an increasingly active opposition, even to an attempted coûp d'état.

However, although some consequences of his sin remained with him, as an ever-present reminder. The plague was stopped and David did receive the forgiveness and mercy of God. 

If we discern by the Spirit that we have through our sins unleashed forces of opposition against the work of God, let us acknowledge and repent of our sins. As individuals and as a community of God's people. Let us seek God to find out if there is something he would have us to do in order to release his grace and mercy.

But there is also an encouragement in the story of David. Something that gives us hope to believe that confession, repentance and re-established obedience in the grace and mercy of God can lead to new blessings and be woven in a wonderful way into the plans and purposes of God.
. 
For there is something really interesting about the location of David's sacrifice. That piece of land that God led David to, as a place to offer his sacrifice to God, you know what was built on that very spot? 

"Then David said, 'The house of the Lord God is to be here, and also the altar of burnt offering for Israel.'"
(1 Chronicles 22:1, NIV)

It was the site where the temple was built! For 1,000 years the centre of Jewish worship would be founded on this spot. Founded on a place which symbolises human sin and divine punishment, yes certainly, but also, wonderfully, it is a spot which recalls powerfully human confession, repentance and the experience of the forgiveness and mercy of God. Marvellously, amazingly, the place of confession and repentance also becomes a place of blessing and growth in God.

The most amazing thing of all is that we see exactly the same thing in the establishment of the Christian Church in the New Testament. Jesus tells St Peter;

"And I tell you that you are Peter, (Peter is 'Petros' in Greek and sounds like 'petra' which means rock) and on this rock I will build my church, and the gates of Hades will not overcome it."
(Matthew 16:18, NIV)

But this 'rock' wobbled and cracked under the strain. Peter denied Christ three times. What happened? Was Peter dropped by God? Did God find someone else more worthy and capable? You know the story. Peter is a broken man. He confesses his weakness, and failure. He cries out for forgiveness and he receives it. Not only is he forgiven but he is re-established by Jesus as leader of his Church.

Christian Church architecture has embodied this for a thousand years. We put a cockerel on top of every church spire. A symbol of Peter's failure and weakness, but also a reminder of grace, forgiveness and a second chance. The cockerel crows out to the world, that if ever you need forgiveness, if ever you need the grace of God, if ever you need a second chance - here is where you can find it. In the Church of Jesus Christ, under the sign of the cockerel.

Thus, both the Jewish temple and the Christian church are founded on the spot of human sin and divine punishment, but that very same spot is also the place of confession, repentance, re-established obedience and, amazingly, a place of a new experience of the blessing of God. Praise the Lord!
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